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Objectives of session

» In the EU, Public Oversight Bodies (POBs or competent authorities) have the 
ultimate responsibility for the oversight of auditors.  

» The EU permits POBs to delegate some of these tasks and thus the aim of this 
session is to discuss the experience of POBs in delegating their tasks. 

» With your input in terms of questions and experience, the session will focus on:
» which tasks are being delegated and retained by POBs across Europe, 

» how the delegation is expressed, 

» how POBs are deciding which tasks to delegate, and 

» how POBs are monitoring the performance of delegated tasks. 

» The session will end by asking if there is interest in forming a working group on this 

subject of delegation. 
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What tasks can be delegated by a POB?

» Per EU-AD Art 32 para 4 and 4b as well as EU-AR Art 24, a competent authority 
shall have the ultimate responsibility for the oversight of and can delegate:

(a) the approval and registration of statutory auditors and audit firms;

(b) the adoption of standards on professional ethics, internal quality control of 
audit firms and auditing, except where those standards are adopted or 
approved by other Member State authorities;

(c) continuing education;

(d) quality assurance systems (except in respect of auditors and audit firms of 
PIEs);

(e) investigative and administrative disciplinary systems (except in respect of 
auditors and audit firms of PIEs).
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What countries are delegating their POBs’ tasks - PIEs?
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What countries are delegating their POBs’ tasks – non-PIEs?
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What countries are delegating their POBs’ tasks?

CEAOB Enforcement Report 
2017 (adopted 1 June 2018) 
in respect of calendar year 
2016

19 out of 22 respondents 
(86%) that delegated tasks, 
delegated competences to 
the profession.
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What countries are delegating their POBs’ tasks – overall?
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How are countries delegating their POBs’ tasks?

Area of ultimate responsibility of competent authority How delegated?

(a) the approval and registration of statutory auditors and 

audit firms

Delegated by law: Germany, Georgia (exams), Ukraine, Albania (implementation)

Law permits delegation at option of POB: UK

Law does not permit delegation: Moldova, Georgia (approval, registration and 

certification standards), Albania (approval of PAO’s regulations and formats)

(b) the adoption of standards on professional ethics, 

internal quality control of audit firms and auditing, except 

where those standards are adopted or approved by other 

Member State authorities;

Delegated by law: Germany, Albania (implementation of ethics)

Law permits delegation at option of POB: UK

Law specifies standards: Georgia, Albania (for audits)

Law does not permit delegation: Albania (approval of PAO’s standards on ethics)

(c) continuing education; Delegated by law: Germany, Georgia (delivery), Ukraine, Albania

Law permits delegation at option of POB: UK

Law does not permit delegation: Moldova, Georgia (standards)

(d) quality assurance systems; For PIEs, QAS done by POB. For non-PIEs:

Delegated by law: Germany, Ukraine

Law permits delegation at option of POB: Albania, Moldova, UK

Law does not permit delegation: Moldova, Georgia

(e) investigative and administrative disciplinary systems For PIEs, I&D done by POB. For non-PIEs:

Delegated by law: Germany, Ukraine

Law permits delegation at option of POB: UK

Law does not permit delegation: Moldova, Albania
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Group discussion - Where the law has delegated a POB’s responsibilities

(a) How can a POB have ultimate responsibility for an area that the law has 
delegated to a specific professional body?

(b) Does this comply with the EU-AD and EU-AR? They say:

» The delegation shall specify the delegated tasks and the conditions under 
which they are to be carried out.

» Where the competent authority delegates tasks to other authorities or 
bodies, it shall be able to reclaim the delegated competences on a case- by-
case basis
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Group discussion - Where the POB can genuinely delegate tasks

(a) To what extent do financial considerations play a role in determining whether 
the competent authority should delegate an area of responsibility?

(b) What non-financial considerations should a competent authority use to 
decide whether it should delegate an area of responsibility?

(c) How should a competent authority monitor a professional body’s 
performance of its delegated areas of responsibility?

(d) What should a competent authority do when a professional body fails to 
perform its delegated areas of responsibility including how could it take back 
those responsibilities?
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Going forward – is there interest in working on the following?

1. Devising non-financial considerations that a competent authority could use to 
decide whether it should delegate an area of responsibility?

2. Devising work programs that enable a competent authority to monitor a 
professional body’s performance of its delegated areas of responsibility?

3. Devising proforma delegation agreements for use between POBs and PAOs 
including specifying what a competent authority could do when a professional 
body fails to perform its delegated areas of responsibility including how could it 
take back those responsibilities?



Many thanks?


